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Abstract 
The intersection diyraph of a family of ordered pairs of sets {(S,, r,): t’~ V) is the digraph D( V, E) 
such that UUEE if and only if S,n T,#@ Interoal digraphs are those intersection digraphs for which 
the subsets are intervals on the real line. In a previous paper, they were characterized in terms of 
Ferrers digraphs and a close relationship, was obtained between an interval digraph and a digraph of 
Ferrers dimension 2. 
In order to characterize a digraph D of Ferrers dimension 2, Cogis associated an undirected graph 
H(D) with D in a suitable way, the vertices of H(D) corresponding to the zeros of the adjacency 
matrix of D. He proved that D has Ferrers dimension at most 2 if and only if H(D) is biparite. 
Depending on the above characterization, this paper first obtains some properties of a digraph of 
Ferrers dimension 2; then it is shown how the notion of interior edges is related to an interval 
digraph. 
1. Introduction 
Previously [ 1,111, the idea of intersection digraphs analogous to the well-known 
concept of intersection graphs was introduced. Given a family % of ordered pairs of 
subsets {(S,, r,): UE V}, S,, T,cX, the intersection digraph of the family 9 is the 
digraph D( V, E) with vertex set V and the edge set E defined by WEE if and only if 
S, has a non-empty intersection with T,. The digraphs are finite, have no multiple 
edges but loops are permitted. Beineke and Zamfirescu [l] introduced and used this 
concept while characterizing line digraphs. Interval digraphs are those intersection 
digraphs for which the subsets are intervals on the real line. Several characterizations 
of interval digraphs were obtained in [ll, 121. In [ll], they were characterized in 
terms of Ferrers digraphs. 
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Recall that a digraph D( V, E) is a Ferrers digraph if abEE and cdEE*adEE or 
cbEE, for all u, h, c, cl6 V. (Note that u or c may be equal to either b or d). Several 
authors dealt with this concept of Ferrers digraphs in varied contexts and 
[2,3,6,7,9, lo] may be seen for reference. It was Riguet [lo] who introduced Ferrers 
digraphs and characterized these digraphs as those in which the successor sets (or 
equivalently the predecessor sets) are linearly ordered by inclusion. Equivalently the 
rows and columns of the adjacency matrix can be (independently) permuted in such 
a way that every 1 has all positions 1 below and to the left of it, that is, the ones are 
clustered in the lower left (alternatively, the rows and columns of the adjacency matrix 
can be (independently) permuted in such a way that every 1 has all positions 1 above 
and to the right of it, that is, the ones are clustered in the upper right). Any digraph 
D is the intersection of a (finite) number of Ferrers digraphs [2,4] and the minimum 
cardinality of such Ferrers digraphs is the Ferrers dimension (F.D.) of D. The digraphs 
with F.D.2 were characterized independently by Cogis [S] and also by Doignon, 
Ducamp and Falmagne [6] in different contexts. For additional references see 
Golumbic [S] and West [I 31. 
Ferrers digraphs were also characterized immediately from its definition by Riguet 
[lo] in terms of a forbidden submatrix of its adjacency matrix. In this paper, we shall 
frequently use the adjacency matrices of a digraph D and its complement D and shall 
adopt the convention to use the same matrix A=(uij) where 
D, 
Uij= 
i 
where vivj~E, 
D, where “i”j=E 
representing either of the digraphs D and its complement 0. Note that the variable 
D and D have the values 1 and 0 respectively for the digraph D, while they have the 
values 0 and 1 respectively for the digraph 0. A 2 x 2 permutation matrix i.e., 
a submatrix of the form 
(X E) or (E X) 
is called an obstruction in the matrix. Alternatively, two edges xy and zt of D are said 
to form an obstruction, written (xy * zt), or .xy * zt, if none of xt and zy belong to D. i.e. 
xy~D, ztgD but xtFD and zy~D. Cogis calls them F-incompatible. A digraph D is 
a Ferrers digraph if and only if A has no obstruction, in other words, if and only if the 
adjacency matrix has no 2 x 2 permutation matrix. It follows immediately that 
a digraph D is a Ferrers digraph if and only if its complement is also so. In order to 
characterize a digraph of F.D.2, Cogis [S] defined an undirected graph H(D), the 
graph ussociuted with D whose vertices correspond to the D’s of A, with two such 
vertices (D’s) joined by an edge if the corresponding D’s belong to an obstruction. 
Cogis [S] proved that a finite digraph D has Ferrers dimension 2 at most iff H(D) is 
bipartite. Then he used this result to obtain a recognition algorithm for a digraph of 
F.D.2 in a polynomial time. The same characterization was obtaind in a more general 
form by Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [6] where the set is not restricted to be 
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finite. The graph H(D) may have more than one (connected) component; besides it 
may have one or more isolated vertices (corresponding to the D’s of A which do not 
belong to any obstruction). The graph obtained by deleting the isolated vertices from 
H(D) is denoted by H,(D). It is called the bare graph associated with D (Doignon 
et al. [6]). 
It was proved in [l l] that a digraph of F.D. 62 is equivalent to the existence of 
independent row and column permutations of the adjacency matrix so that the 
resulting matrix has no D with a D below it and another D to its right. In other words, 
corresponding to any D in the rearranged matrix, either every entry below it is D or 
every entry to its right is D (‘or’ being inclusive). We shall refer to this property as 
F2-property for the rearranged adjacency matrix of the digraph and the rearranged 
matrix as an F,-matrix of the digraph. It is to be noted in this connection that in an 
F,-matrix, a pair of D’s forming an obstruction must have the form 
D D 
( ) D D 
because the presence of the other form 
violates its F,-peoperty. It was also shown in [11] that an interval digraph is 
necessarily a digraph of F.D. at most 2; but the converse is not true. As a matter of fact, 
it was proved that a digraph D is an interval digraph if and only if it is the intersection 
of two Ferrers digraphs whose union is complete or, equivalently, if and only if its 
complement D is the union of two disjoint Ferrers digraphs (since the complement of 
a Ferrers digraph is a Ferrers digraph). 
Given a digraph D of F.D.2 and a realization of D as the union of two Ferrers 
digraphs, we first introduce in this paper the notion of interior edges of these two 
Ferrers digraphs (with reference to the given realization). We use this concept to 
obtain some properties of a digraph of F.D.2 and then we show how the notion of 
interior edges is related to an interval digraph. 
2. Interior edges 
We begin with the following well-known theorem 
Theorem 1 (Cogis, Doignon et al.). A digrupk D is of Ferrers dimension at most 2 ifs 
H(D) is hipurtite. 
Let D( V, E) be a digraph of F.D.2 so that H(D) is a bipartite graph. We shall denote 
the set of all isolated vertices of H(D) by Z(H) or by Z, and a bicolouration of H,(D) by 
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(R, C). Recall that a colouration of a graph is an assignment of colours to its vertices 
so that no two adjacent points have the same colour. Naturally, a bicolourable graph 
uses two colours only. If H,(D) has more than one connected component HI,. . , H,, 
a biocolouration of Hi will be denoted by (Ri, Ci). It is evident that R= UT Ri and 
C= u T Ci for some labelling of the bicolouration (Ri, Ci) of Hi. We shall also denote 
the elements of the sets R,C’, Ri,Ci or I by the corresponding capital letters 
R, C, Ri, Ci or I respectively. The stable sets Ri and Ci will be called the fragments of 
H(D) (Cogis calls them p-colours). The two fragments Ri and Ci (for the same i) 
will be called conjugate to each other. For a digraph D( V,E) of F.D.2, 
o= G,( V, E1)uGZ( V, E2), where Gr and G2 are two Ferrers digraphs. Since Gk‘s 
(k= 1,2) are Ferrers digraphs. any two edges of Gk cannot form an obstruction in 
A( Gk) and so in A(G). Since again G 1 and G2 are subdigraphs of 0, two edges ah and 
cd forming an obstruction in D must not belong to the same Gk (k= 1,2), i.e., ahcEI 
(or E2)-cd~Ez (or E,). Thus if H,(D) has more than one component Hi (i = 1, . . , p), 
then given Gr( V,E,) and G2( V, E,) whose union is D there exist some labelling 
(Ri,Ci) of the bicolouration Of Hi such that R= IJr RicEi and C= UT Cr cEz. SO if 
we want to cover D by two Ferrers digraphs, we should consider the fragments (Ri, Ci) 
of H(D) (which, in turn, yields a bicolouration of H,(D)). On the other hand, however, 
any bicolouration of Hb( D) does not necessarily lead to a covering of D by two Ferrers 
digraphs. It is easily verified by considering the simple digraph 
For the digraph D, H(D) is the graph consisting of three disconnected edges 
(L~~L~~,u~v~~,~v~~~~,~:~~~) and {U2V3,1:3V2). 
“l”3 “2”3 
I I 
Vl “3”2 
Fig. 1. The graph H(D) 
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If we consider 
then the bicolouration E,=R,uRzuR3 and E,=C1uCzuC3 does not lead 
to a covering of D into two Ferrets digraphs whereas it does if we choose 
E, =R1uC2uR3 and E2=C1uR2uC3. 
While proving Theorem 1, Cogis [S] adopted a constructive method to show that 
there always exists a suitable bicolouration of H,(D) that yields a realization of D as 
the union of two Ferrers digraphs. As a matter of fact, he obtained the particular 
bicolouration (R, C) of H,(D) in such a way that adjoining all the edges of I(H) to 
each of R and C yielded the required Ferrers digraphs realization Gi and G, so that 
o= Gi uGz where Gi = RuI(H) and Gz =CuZ(H). As we shall often require this 
result in our assertions, we state this property in the form of a proposition. 
Proposition 1 (Cogis [S]). For a digraph D qfF.D.2, there exists a hicolouration (R, C) 
of H,(D) such that RuI(H) and CuZ(H) are Ferrets relations; these relations in turn, 
yield a realization of’D as the union of two Ferrets digraphs G 1 and G2, D= G 1 uG1, 
where 
GIRuI(H) and GZ=CuZ(H). 
Such a bicolouration (R, C) of H,(D) for which G 1 = RuZ(H) and G2 = Cul( H) are 
Ferrers digraphs, will in our paper be termed a satisfactory hicolouration. The above 
result was independently proved by Doignon et al. [7] in the more general case when 
the set of vertices is not necessarily finite. Indeed they also prove that in a certain 
restricted case any bicolouration of H,(D) very well serves the purpose. 
In this paper, by a con$guration of an adjacency matrix A, we shall mean a sub- 
matrix of A obtained by any (independent) permutation of rows and of colums. But by 
a con$guration ofan F,-matrix F, we shall, for convenience, mean a submatrix of F up 
to (independent) permutation of rows and columns so long as the rearranged per- 
muted matrix retains its F,-matrix structure (with the same labelling of Ri and Ci). 
While the recognition of a digraph of F.D.2 requires the realization of its comp- 
lement as the union of two Ferrers digraphs Gi and G,, not necessarily disjoint, such 
that O= G 1 uG2, the problem for an interval digraph recognition, however, is to cover 
its complement by two Ferrers digraphs which should necessarily be disjoint, 
D=H1uH2, H,nHz=@ This is equivalent to adjoining every edge leI(H) into only 
one of the two digraphs Gi (V, R) and G,( P’, C) for some bicolouration (R, C) of H,(D) 
so that they become two disjoint Ferrers digraphs. 
In the following, we prove some elementary properties of a digraph of F.D.2, which 
will be required in the sequel. 
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Proposition 2. Let D he a digraph qf‘F.D.2. Then a D of A is an isolated vertex of H(D), 
$f there exists an Fz-matrix of A in which no D lies below or to the right of the 
corresponding D in the matrix. 
Proof. SufJiciency. Let the rearranged matrix satisfying the F,-property be denoted 
by F=(aij). Let a position aij in F be D with all the elements to the right of aij in the 
ith row and all the elements below aij in thejth column being 0. Evidently, aij cannot 
have any obstruction with any D to the right ofjth column or any D below ith row. 
Now consider a D above the ith row and to the left of the jth column. Then since the 
matrix satisfies F,-property, the two D’s cannot form an obstruction. Hence the 
D corresponding to aij is an isolated vertex in H(D). 
Necessity. Let D be a digraph of F.D.2 and let a D of A be an isolated vertex in 
H(D). Call it I. Rearrange the adjacency matrix to an F,-matrix B. Then either every 
element to the right of I is D or every element below I is 0. First we prove the 
proposition for the case when every element to the right of I is 0. We shall show that 
the row corresponding to I can be sufficiently shifted so as to satisfy the condition of 
the proposition. Let a position below I be D. Since I does not belong to any 
obstruction all the 2 x 2 submatrix with these I and D must not be of the form 
That is, it must be of one of the forms 
(::b) (:b)or(%f), 
Since the matrix is an F,-matrix we can easily see that the row corresponding to I may 
be shifted to a position when all elements below I are D (and the F,-property is 
retained). The other case when every element below I is D may be proved similarly. 0 
Recall from Theorem 5 [l l] that a digraph D is of F.D. at most 2 iff A can be 
rearranged in the form of an F,-matrix. Let R be the set of D’s having a D somewhere 
below them and C be the set of D’s having a D somewhere to its right. For any 2 x 2 
submatrix forming an obstruction, the D’s must be an l? in the upper right and a C in 
the lower left and these are the only edges in the bipartite graph H(D). Note that the 
D’s which have no D to the right or below are isolated points in H(D). These R’s 
together with the above D’s generating isolated points yield a Ferrers digraph 
G,( V, E,) and the c’s together with those I?s yield another Ferrers digraph G2( V, E,) 
so that o= GtuG,. Again note that there may be an I? which has no obstruction with 
a C and vice versa so that some R’s and C’s may again be isolated points in H(D). If 
H,(D) has more than one component Hi, H,(D)= UH,, and if (R, C) be the bicoloura- 
tion of H,(D) in the above F,-matrix, (Ri,Ci) the bicolouration of Hi then 
R=UR&ic El, 
C=@ZicCcEz. 
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Again in the above F,-matrix, any Ri has only Rj’s and/or isolated vertices to its right 
and any Ci has only Cj’s and/or isolated vertices below it; and any two members 
Ri and Ci belonging to two conjugate fragments such that (R, C) is an edge in H(D) 
must appear as a submatrix 
in the above F,-matrix (Ri appear in the upper right and Ci in the lower left). 
Let (R,C) be a satisfactory bicolouration of H,(D) leading to a realization of 
~=G,(V,E,)UG,(V,E,) where E,=RuZ(H) and E,=CuZ(H). Let the rows and 
columns of A(G r) be so arranged that all the ones are clustered in the upper right. 
Similarly, the rows and columns of A(G,) are so arranged that all the ones are 
clustered in the lower left. 
A(Gr)= 
Definition 1. An edge corresponding to an IEG, is said to be an interior edge of G,, 
denoted I,, if there exists a configuration of the form 
in A(Gi); similarly, an ZEG~ is said to be an interior edge of G,, denoted I,, if there 
exists a configuration of the form 
in A(G2). With reference to a particular realization of D as the union of G1 and G,, 
o= GruG,, the set of all interior edges of G1 will be called interior ofG, and will be 
denoted by Z, (G r) or Z, and all interior edges of G2 will be called interior of Gl and 
will be denoted by Z, (G,) or Z,. Note that the sets Z,. and Z, are identified with reference 
to a particular realization of D and will change if the realization changes. 
Proposition 3. Let D he a digraph of F.D.2. Then@ a satisfactory hicolouration of 
H,(D) the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) I,nI,#@ and 
(ii) A contains a conjiguration of the form 
i 1 
D D R 
D D C 
CRI 
(with respect to the same bicolouration). 
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Proof. (ii)*(i) follows immediately from the definition of I, and I, 
(i)*(ii). Let IEI,nI,. Then this I belongs to the configurations 
[R k] and [: “c] 
in A(G r ) and A( G2) respectively. From Proposition 1, it follows that the adjacency 
matrix A contains both the configurations 
[P, k] and [:: :] 
as well. Combining these two we can say that A has a configuration of the form 
x’ y’ z’ 
X . . C D 
yRIC 
z D R .. 
where ‘..’ means we are yet to conclude anything about whether it is D or D (exclus- 
ively or inclusively). Let, if possible, the ‘. ’ in the xx’ position be 0. Then this D must 
be either R or C or I. If it is R or I, then the configuration 
x’ y' 
X .. c 
z D R 
in A has a corresponding configuration in A( G,) given by 
x’ y’ 
This yields an obstruction in A (G r ) which is not possible. Similarly, if it is C or I, then 
the configuration 
X’ Z’ 
x C/I 0 
YO c. 
in A(G,) gives us an obstruction which is again not possible. So the ‘..’ in the xx’ 
position must be D. Similarly, the ‘. ’ in the zz’ position must be D. Thus A has 
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a configuration 
x’ y’ z’ z’ x’ y’ 
z D D R 
or equivalently 
x D D C 
I-- yCR1 0 
Proposition 4. Let D be a digraph of F.D.2. If I,nI,#O for a certain satisfactory 
bicolouration (R, C) of H,(D) then the same is true for any other satisfactory bicoloura- 
tion of H,(D). 
To prove this we require the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let D be a digraph of F.D.2 with a satisfactory bicolouration (R, C) of H,(D), 
R= URt, C= UCi and the rearranged Fz-matrix F have a configuration of any of the 
forms 
x’ y’ z’ 
XD D X 
(i) y D D Y 
z RI R, I 
x’ y’ z’ 
XD D X 
(ii) y D D Y 
z Cl cz I 
x’ y’ z’ 
X 
(iii) y 
Z 
D D R, 
D D R, 
XYZ 
x’ y’ z’ 
x D D C, 
(iv) y D D C, 
ZXYZ 
where X and Y are in two distinctfragments of H(D) and I is such that no D lies below or 
to the right of it. Then in each case F has a configuration of the form 
D D Ri 
D D Cj 
Ck R, I 
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Proof. We shall prove that in Cases (i) and (ii) F has a configuration of the form 
D D X 
DDY 
Ck R, I . 
By taking the converse of the digraph D and by interchanging the labellings of Ri and 
Ci it will follow that in Cases (iii) and (iv) F has a configuration 
D D Rk 
D D C, 
X’ Y’ I 
where X’ and Y’ are the conjugate of X and Y respectively. Then the existence of any 
of the four forms in F will imply the existence of the form 
and the lemma will be proved. 
Case (i): The matrix F has a suhmtrix 
w ’ x ’ 
z D R, 
r- w Cl D 
This Cr must be below and to the left of the given R 1, as noted in the introduction 
for a digraph of F.D.2. So F has a configuration 
w’ x’ y’ z’ 
. D D X 
D D Y 
D RI R2 I 
Cl D .. . 
where ‘. .’ means we are yet to be definite whether this entry is D or 0. Since HI and 
Hz are two distinct components of H,(D), so xw’ and yw’ positions are both D and 
wy’ position is 0. Again since X and Y are in two distinct fragments of H(D), so wz’ is 
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L% So the above configuration takes the form 
w’ x’ y’ z 
XD D D X 
yD D D Y 
z D R, R2 I 
w Cl D D L?. 
Again F has a submatrix 
Since HI and Hz are two distinct components, so vx’ is 0. Now two subcases arise 
regarding the positions of v-row and w-row: 
(a) when w-row lies above v-row, and 
(b) when u-row lies above w-row. 
Below we consider only the Subcase (a); the other Subcase (b) can be similarly 
proved and hence is omitted. 
Subcase (a): w-row lies above v-row. 
In this case F has a configuration 
VI w’ x’ y’ z’ 
X . . D D D X 
Y . . D D D Y 
z D D RI R, I 
w.. CID D D 
v C2 . . D D Li. 
That vz’ is D follows from the fact that X and Y are in distinct fragments and vx’ is 0. 
Since WY’* vx’, they are not I’s and since there is a D below WY’, it must be an R,. 
Thus a configuration of F is 
w’ y’ z’ 
The Case (i) will be proved if now we can show that wz’ is an I. If not, then there must 
be an entry pp’ such that wz‘*pp’, so that two possibilities arising out of the 
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obstruction are 
We first consider the first possibility to arrive at a contradiction; for the first 
possibility a configuration is 
VI wf XI pJ y’ 2) 
x . D D .. D X 
y ‘. D D D Y 
z D D RI .. R, I 
w . . Cl D D R, li 
P 
. d .’ D 
v c2 . D . . D 0. 
The p’-column in the above configuration has been taken preceding to y’-column, 
because wy’ is R, and no D can lie to the right of a R. Since ww’ is C 1 and xw’, yw’, zw’ 
are all D’s, w-row cannot occur preceding to any of x, y and z-rows. So none of the 
positions xp’ and yp’ is 0, because of the F,-property of the configuration. Again, 
because X and Y are in two distinct fragments of H,(D), none of these position can be 
D. So wz’ is an I. For the other possibility 
ZI p’ 
p D Li r w D D 
a possible configuration is 
vi WI x’ z’ p’ y’ 
D li . . 
. D D X . D 
D D Y . D 
D D RI I .. R2 
CI D D D R, 
C2 .. D ii ” D 
The p’-column and so z’-column has been taken preceding to y’-column because wy’ 
is R, and no D can lie to the right of it. Again the p-row has been taken above x and 
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y rows because otherwise 
z’ p’ 
x X D 
Y YD r p D 
violates F,-property. There is no particular fixed ordering between x’-column and 
z’-column. Now, neither xp’ nor yp’ is D because of F,-property and also since X and 
Y are distinct, none of them is D. So wz’ is an I and Case (a) is proved. 
Case (ii): The matrix F has a submatrix 
y’ w’ 
w D R2 r z C2 D 
This R, must lie above and to the right of the given CZ, as observed in the 
introduction. So F has a configuration 
x’ y’ w’ 2’ 
Since HI and H2 are two distinct components of H(D), wx’ position is D and the 
positions xw’ and yw’ are D. Again since X and Y are in two distinct fragments of 
H(D), wz’ is D. So F takes the form 
x’ y’ w’ z’ 
Again, F has a configuration 
This R 1 must lie above and to the right of the given C1. Since H 1 and H2 are distinct, 
vy’ is 0. Now two cases arise regarding the positions of o-row and w-row. 
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Subcase (a): v-row lies abotle w-row. 
In this case, F has a configuration 
XI y’ v’ WI z’ 
D D ‘. D X 
D D D Y 
D D RI . .’ 
Li D R2 D 
Cl C2 D D 1 
The w-row has been taken below x and y-rows, because otherwise from 
x’ y’ 
w D D r xory D D 
it follows that the entry in rvx’-position violates F,-property. Now vy’* wx’. Since 
there is a D to the right of wx’-position, so this must be a C,. Thus a configuration of 
F is 
XD D D 
yD D Y 
w C, R, Li. 
The Case (ii) will be proved if now we can show that wz’ is an I. If not, then there must 
be an entry pp’ such that wz’* pp’, so that two possibilitis arising out of this 
obstruction are 
p’ z’ z’ P' 
D D and P(D W 
P D D wb D. 
We first consider the first possibility to arrive at a contradiction; for the first 
possibility a configuration is 
x’ y’ VI p’ w’ z’ 
D D . . ‘. D X 
D D .. .’ D Y 
D D R, . 
C, D ” D R, d 
,. D . . D 
CI Cz D .’ D I. 
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The p’-column in the above configuration has been taken preceding to w’-column, for 
otherwise 
w’ p’ 
violates F,-property. Since wx’ is C, and xx’, yx’ are D, w-row cannot occur 
preceding to any of x and y-rows. So none of the positions xp’ and yp’ can be 
D because of the F,-property of the configuration. Again, because X and Y are in two 
distinct fragments of H,(D), none of the positions can be D. So wz’ is an I. For the 
other possibility 
z’ p’ 
p D D r w D D 
a possible configuration is 
x’ y’ VI z’ p’ w’ 
P 
x 
Y 
V 
W 
Z 
Since ww’ ic L
. . . D D 
D D .. X . . D 
D D .. Y .. D 
D D R, . . . . 
C, D ‘. Li D R, 
Cl C2 D I ‘. D 
R Z, p’-column and so z’-column has been taken preceding to w’-column. 
Again p-row has been taken above x and y-rows because otherwise 
z’ w’ 
x X D 
YYD 
p D . . . 
violates Fz-property. Now, neither of xp’ and yp’ can be D because of the F,-property 
and also since X and Y are distinct, none of them is D. So wz’ is an I and Case (a) is 
proved. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let, for a certain statisfactory bicolouration of H,(D), 
Z,nI,#@ Then it follows from Proposition 3 that F has a configuration 
D D Ri 
i i 
D D Cj 
C, Rm 1 
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for the given bicolouration. It may so happen that by a different satisfactory bi- 
colouration, the above I fails to become an interior edge to both the realized Ferrers 
digraphs. This is possible only when the given configuaration takes any of the four 
forms in the Lemma 1 by the new bicolouration. (Note that Ri, Cj belonging to the 
same column are in two distinct fragments and similarly R,, C, belonging to the same 
row are in two distinct framgments, and consequently X and Y again in the same row 
or column in the Lemma 1 obtained by a change of labellings of the colours must be in 
distinct fragments). But in those cases, the lemma shows that there exists a configura- 
tion of the form 
with reference to the new bicolouration and accordingly I,nl,#@ also for the new 
bicolouration. 0 
Theorem 2. Let D he a digraph of F.D.2 with a satisfactory hicolouration (R, C) “of 
H,(D)andletH1andH2besubdigraphsof~givenbyH,=RvI~andH,=CuI,.Then 
both H 1 and H, are Ferrers digraphs. 
Proof. We will show that XX’EH~, YY’E Hi~Xy’EHi or Yx’EHi (i= 1,2). We shall 
prove it for the digraph HI and the other case will similarly follow. For the two edges 
xx’ and yy’ belonging to H 1 there are three possible alternatives: (i) both of them are 
R, (ii) one is R and other is I,, (iii) both of them are I,. We consider the three cases 
below separately. 
Case (i): Let 
x’ y’ 
x R .. 
Y r . R 
be a configuration of the F,-matrix F of A. 
Two subcases arise: either the positions xy’ and yx’ are both D or one only of them 
is D, because otherwise xx’ has an obstruction with yy’ which is not possible since 
they have same colour. 
(a) Let yx’ be D; then xy’ is not D. So 
x’ y’ 
x R D 
Y D R 
is a configuration of F. If xy’ is an I, then it follows that it is an I,. If xy’ is not an I, 
then it follows that xy’ is R (Proposition 1). 
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(b) Now assume that both xy’ and yx’ are 0. i.e. 
x’ y’ 
Since RuZ(H) is a Ferrets digraph, both the D’s cannot be C’s If any of them, say yx’ 
is C or I, then the other must be an R because otherwise the configuration in A(G,) 
x’ y’ 
0 CII 
C/I 0 
gives an obstruction yx’ * xy’. Hence either xy’ or yx’ is R (Proposition 1). 
Case (ii): Let 
x’ y' 
x R . 
Y . 1, 
be a conjiguration of the F,-matrix F of A. 
As earlier, two subcases arise: (a) Let yx’ (or xy’) be D; then xy’ (or yx’) is D, and so 
the two possible configurations are 
x’ y’ y’ x’ 
and x D R. r Y 1, D 
We show below that when yx’ is D then xy’ is either R or I,. Since I, is an interior 
edge, A must have a configuration 
z’ y’ 
Y R 1, 
x D R. 
so 
x’ z’ y’ 
x R . . D 
Y D R 1, 
Z ‘. D R 
is a configuration of F. The D in the position xy’ is an I or R or C. If xy’ is a C then it 
can be seen that any possible permutation of the two rows and columns in the above 
configuration violates the condition of an F,-matrix. Next when xy’ is an I, the 
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configuration 
x’ z’ 
YRI 
Z R 
shows that zx’ is either D or R (Proposition 1). Now from the configuration 
x’ z’ 
y D R 
Z ” D, 
it follows that zx’ is not R. So it must be D. Hence 
x’ y’ 
xRI r z D R 
shows that xy’ is an I in G. The D in the other possible configuration 
y’ x’ 
x D R 
Y 1, Li 
can be similarly seen to be either R or I,. Thus in any case the Din the configuration is 
an R or I, and the theorem is proved for the Case (a). 
(b) Now assume that both xy’ and yx’ are D so that 
x’ y’ 
x R Li 
r Y D 1, 
is a configuration of F. Both of them cannot be C (Proposition 1). If one is R then 
nothing is to be proved. Now, let one of them, say xy’, be I. The case when yx’ is I can 
smilarly be taken care of. For the interior edge I, on yy’-position, F must have 
a configuration 
z’ y’ 
Y R 1, 
z D R. 
So we have 
XI ZI y’ 
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From the configuration 
x’ y’ 
xRI 
Z .. R 
it follows that zx’ must be either D or R (Proposition 1). If zx’ is D, then it immediately 
follows that xy’ is an interior edge I,. If zx’ is R, then the configuration 
x’ z’ 
y D R 
r z R D 
shows that yx’ is either R or I [Case (i)]. 
Case (iii). Let 
x’ y’ 
x I, .. 
Y 
. . 1, 
be a conjiguration of F. 
As earlier, the positions xy’ and yx’ are both D or only one of them is D. 
(a) if yx’ is D then xy’ is D and 
x’ y’ 
x I, D r Y D 1, 
is a configration of F. For the interior edges I, on xx’ and yy’ positions, there must 
exist configurations of the form 
WI x’ z’ y’ 
w D R r and x R I, 
So F has a configuration 
z’ w’ x’ y’ 
z D .. . R 
W . . D R 
X R I, D 
y R .. D I,. 
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The z-row and the w-row cannot coincide, because in that case the configuration 
z’ x’ 
z=w D R 
Y R D 
shows that wx’ * yz’, which is not possible since they have the same colour. Similarly, 
z’-column and w’-column are distinct. From the configuration 
x’ y’ 
w R . 
Y D 1, 
it follows [by Case (ii)] that wy’ is either R or I,. So F takes the form 
w .’ D R R/I, 
X . R I, D 
y R D I, 
Now the configuration 
w D R/I, 
x R D 
shows that xy’ is either R or 1, [by Cases (i) and (ii)]. The other possibility when xy is 
D can be taken care of similarly. 
(b) Next, let both xy’ and yx’ be 0; then F has a configuration 
x’ y' 
x I, D r y d I,. 
By Proposition 1, both xy’ and yx’ cannot be C. So one must be I or R. If it is R, then 
the theorem is proved. Let, one of xy’ and yx’, say, xy’, be I. For the interior edges 
I, on xx’ and yy’ positions, there must exist configurations of the form 
w’ x’ z’ y’ 
WD R 
r 
and 
x R I, 
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in F. As earlier, z-row (z’-column) and w-row (w’-column) are distinct. So F has 
a configuration 
z’ w’ x’ y’ 
z D .. . R 
W . D R . . 
X . . R I, I 
y R .. D II. 
For the configuration 
WI y’ 
xR I 
Y 
. 1, 
if yw’ is D then it follows that xy’ is I, [by Case (iia)] and the theorem is proved; if yw’ 
is D then by Case (iib), yw’ is either R or I,. So F takes the form 
z’ w’ x’ y’ 
From the submatrix 
WI XI 
it follows that yx’ is either R or I, [Cases (i) and (ii)], 
Theorem 3. Let D he a digraph of F.D.2. If D is an interval digraph, then for any 
satisfactory bicolouration of H,(D), 
I,nI,=@. 
Proof. Let, if possible, Z,nZ, # 8 for some satisfactory bicolouration of Hb( D). Then 
there exist an ICI(H) such that IcZ,nZ,. It follows that I is an interior edge of both the 
Ferrers digraphs G 1 and G2 where G 1 = RuZ( H) and Gz = CuZ( H). First consider the 
case when H,(D) consists of one component only. Since the bicolouration of H,(D) is 
unique, R’s and c’s must belong exclusively to Gi and Gz respectively for any 
realization of D as the union of two Ferrers digraphs Gr and Gz; it follows that the 
concerned I cannot be excluded from either of G1 and Gz for any such realization of 0. 
Hence D cannot be expressed as the union of two disjoint Ferrers digraphs and 
accordingly D cannot be an interval digraph. 
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Next, when H,(D) has more than one component, if Z,nZ, #8 for some satisfactory 
bicolouration, then the digraph D cannot be decomposed into two (disjoint) Ferrers 
digraphs with respect to the given bicolouration. Then the theorem follows from the 
Proposition 4 that Z,nZ,#fi for a bicolouration implies Z,nZ,#0 for any satisfactory 
bicolouration. 0 
That the converse of the above theorem is not true follows from the following 
counter-example. 
Example 1. Consider the digraph D( V, E) whose adjacency matrix is given by 
Fig. 2. 
This is a digraph of F.D.2 and H,(D) has only one component for this digraph. By 
labelling the D’s in terms of R's, C's and I’s, F takes the form given in Fig. 3. 
v 1 
C 2 
V3 
V4 
v 5 
06 
v 7 
V8 
01 
V 2 
V3 
V4 
v 5 
v6 
V-i 
v8 
Fig. 2 
V, V2 V3 V4 Vg V6 VT V8 
DDDDDRRR 
DDDDCDIR 
DDDDCDDR 
DRRRIRIR 
CDRRIRII 
CDDDCDCD 
CCDDIRIl 
CCCDCDII. 
Fig. 3 
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u4 
u5 
z’l 
u7 
1: 2 
L’3 
v6 
V8 
05 02 03 v4 VI v6 % 
R R I, R I, 
R 
I L R 
HI 
Fig. 4 
Vl 
u4 
02 
v3 
1: 5 
0.5 
07 
08 
US ut u7 v2 u3 v4 v6 Vi3 
I 
c I 
C 
H2 
The set of interior edges of G,=RuZ(H) and G2=CuZ(H) are Ir(G1)={v~v7, 
~~u~,u~us,~~u~) and I,(G,)={ v5v5,v,v5,v,v7,v8v,). It is seen that IInIE=@ for 
this digraph. If H1 = Rul, and H, = Cul,, then HluHz #o and the two edges v4v5 
and v2v7 lie outside H,uH,. 
The representation of H 1 and H, along with the two edges v4v5 and v2v7 in the form 
of a matrix (see Fig. 4) makes it clear. 
Since the bicolouration is unique, H, and H, must be contained exclusively in any 
two decomposed Ferrers digraphs of 0. Nevertheless, the edges v2v7 cannot be adjoined 
to any of H1 and H, to make them Ferrers digraphs again. Hence it is not possible to 
cover D by two disjoint Ferrers digraphs and accordingly D is not an interval digraph. 
Conclusion 
We conclude the paper leaving unresolved the problem of characterizing an interval 
digraph in terms of the notion of interior edges with reference to a decomposition of 
the digraph into two Ferrers digraphs. 
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